Lack of effects on core obsessive-compulsive symptoms of tryptophan depletion during symptom provocation in remitted obsessive-compulsive disorder patients.
Pharmacological evidence support that enhancement of serotonin (5-HT) neurotransmission is critical for treatment efficacy in obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD). Surprisingly, acute tryptophan depletion (ATD), a procedure known to reduce 5-HT neurotransmission, carried out in remitted OCD patients on selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) failed to worsen obsessive-compulsive (OC) symptoms. We hypothesized that the putative symptom exacerbation resulting from ATD would only be observed during symptom provocation but not at rest. Double-blind placebo-controlled ATD study conducted in 16 OCD patients with stable improvement under either SSRI (n = 8) or specialized cognitive behavior therapy alone (n = 8), coupled with gradual symptom provocation, performed 5 hours after drink ingestion. Acute tryptophan depletion markedly reduced total and free plasma tryptophan levels but did not significantly increase obsessions or compulsions at rest or following symptom provocation. However, subjective distress in response to triggering situations was significantly higher during ATD; significant mood lowering was also present during ATD. These results are consistent with the view that relapses in OC core symptoms in remitted OCD patients may not depend solely on short-term changes in presynaptic 5-HT availability. In contrast to its apparent lack of effect on core OC symptoms, ATD affected the patient's mood and distress level resulting from provocation.